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The Thermes de Spa, a wellness break in the province
of Liège
From Wednesday 01 January 2020 to Thursday 31 December 2020.

Colline D'annette Et Lubin
Spa - 4900
Phone number (main contact): +32 87
77 25 60
http://www.thermesdespa.com
© Thermes de Spa - Fabrice Debatty

Come and relax in the Thermes de Spa, a superb complex in
a valley of the Belgian Ardenne.
Région de Spa : Thermes de Spa | Où Wallons-nous ?

Thermal space
At the top of a hill overlooking the city of Spa, visitors can indulge in
thermal treatments, bringing tradition and modern well-being
together.
This 800 m² space is fully dedicated to relaxation:

steam room
sauna (in swimsuit or in the nude)
aqua aerobics
baby bubbles
relaxation sessions (meditation or Tibetan singing bowl)
black or infrared light
"Zen after 6" evening.

Balneotherapy, beauty treatments and massages
The Thermes de Spa invite you to relax and take care of yourself.
The Balneotherapy sessions improve the blood circulation, stimulate
the metabolism stimulation and have a beneficial effect on the skin.
Beauty treatments (body and facials) will help you feel better about
yourself while massages will help leave all worries behind.

New mum? Discover the Mother and Baby treatments
The Maman-Bébé institute was designed to welcome your little ones
(5 max. per sessions) and let them discover the pleasure of thermal
water - warm, soft as a caress, comforting. The perfect moment of
relaxation for both of you...
The Maman-Bébé space features:
private lockers
a welcome area
a lounge
a nursery with a play area
a bedroom
a kitchen (and everything you need to warm a bottle)
toilets...
This zone links easily to the rest of the spa.

Practical information
No children under 6.
Accessible to PMRs with an accompanying person
Private parking (for a fee) during the opening times.
Information on opening times and prices can be found on the
website.

The website present the latest deals and packages available at the
Thermes de Spa.

The information contained herein is provided as a guide only.
We recommend that you check with the local supplier before you leave.
Website editor
Michel VANKEERBERGHEN, Wallonia Belgium Tourism Chief Executive Officer (WBT
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